Damage to kernels can result in shoulder
damage, production of pieces, bruising,
production of dust and after-roastdarkening (ARD) when kernels are
roasted. The trauma of dehusking may
cause cellular damage leading to ARD of
kernels. Dehusking at high (field) moisture

Because the interval between harvest
rounds may vary from one week to four
weeks depending on farm management,
the post-abscission age of fruit may vary
greatly at dehusking. Partial drying of
fruit usually occurs between abscission
and harvest, and partially dried kernels
may be more prone to damage during
mechanical dehusking than those freshly
abscised. These factors may affect both
raw and roasted kernel quality.

Fruit of cultivar HAES 344 was dehusked
straight after harvest when the nut-inshell moisture content was 23%. Fruit for
the lower moisture content treatments
was dehusked after being dried for three
weeks on the ground under a roof at
ambient outdoor temperatures
Fruit was dried partially at ambient
outdoor temperature (~ 18 - 21°C max.)
before dehusking by spreading it in a thin
layer on a concrete slab which received
mild winter sunlight in the afternoon but
was protected from rain by a roof. When
fruit had dried to ~10% moisture content
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Experiment 2. The purpose of this
experiment was to compare the effect
of two mechanical dehuskers on
macadamia raw and roasted kernel
quality when dehusking at field and
intermediate moisture contents. The
three dehusker treatments for both
moisture contents of this experiment
were the same as for Experiment 1,
i.e. hand dehusking, a scroll type dehusker
and an Admac dehusker.

(about three weeks of drying) it was
dehusked by the above three methods,
then dried to 3% nut-in-shell moisture
content for cracking.

Experiment 1. Fruit of cultivars HAES 344
and HAES 741 was dehusked at reduced
moisture content after a period drying
on the ground at ambient temperature
and then examined to assess the effect of
dehusking at reduced moisture content
on raw kernel quality. There were three
treatments:
1. Hand dehusking (the control) with
aviation snips.
2. Mechanical dehusking with a
scroll-type mechanical dehusker.
3. Mechanical dehusking with an
Admac dehusker.

Raw kernel

ASSESSING THE EFFECT ON RAW AND ROASTED KERNEL

A variety of machines have been
developed for dehusking, one of those
macadamia postharvest tasks that can’t
be avoided. Despite the fact that all nuts
harvested must be subjected to the
trauma of dehusking, there has been
comparatively little research on the
effect of dehuskers on kernel quality. The
number of cracked nuts produced by a
new dehusker was evaluated by Luan
and Ling in 1983, but there is limited
information available on the effects of
different dehuskers on other aspects of
quality such as whole kernel, shoulder
damage, production of pieces and effect
on roasting quality.

David Walton and Helen Wallace, University of the Sunshine Coast

Roasting. Ten whole kernels were
selected at random from each replicate
for Experiment 2. Samples were air
roasted in a fan-forced laboratory oven
for 20 minutes at 130°C. Roasted samples
were examined for colour, mottled colour
and surface damage.

Roasted kernel

(~ 18 - 21°C max.) to 12% nut-in-shell
moisture content. Whole kernel weight
(% wt of sound kernel), shoulder damage
(% of whole kernel number), weight of
pieces (% wt of sound kernel), dustiness
(% of whole kernel number) and oiliness
(% of whole kernel number) were
calculated for both experiments.

Two mechanical dehuskers are compared
with hand dehusking as a control.

Our study compares the effect on raw
and roasted kernel quality of mechanical
dehusking of macadamias:
• immediately after harvest at field
moisture content
• at reduced moisture content after
partial drying on the ground.

content causes shoulder damage. It is
not known whether dehusking affects
whole kernel and weight of pieces or
predisposes kernels to ARD. In addition,
it is not known whether dehusking at
reduced moisture content (~ 10% wet
basis) affects whole kernel, shoulder
damage, weight of pieces and ARD.

Does harvest management or
husking method affect macadamia
kernel quality more?
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